
PHGH Doctors 
Friends and Family Test 

 
How likely are you to recommend our service to friends and family if they needed similar 

care or treatment? 
 

 
 
Total responses = 90 

 
What is the main reason for your answer to the question?  
 

Comments 

  
I like the staff and GPs 

satisfactory 40 year service 

excellent care by sheba 

pleasant helpful staff and Gps 

very efficient service - seen on time Gp was very caring 

Impossible to get an appointment 

no comment 

friendly, competent - sheba is wonderful 

staff are efficient and kind and always provide a good service 

wonderful surgery  

fantastic care  

very good care 

good care friendly 

very professional 

caring and professional approach 

good service 

January 2015 

Extremely likely

Likely

Neither likely nor unlikely

Unlikely

Extremely unlikely

Don't know



happy with service 

friendly staff, got an appt at short notice 

first class 

courtesy competent compassion 

prompt pleasant  

straight forward and easy  

friendly polite and cheerful 

Familiarity - coming here for years 

service is normally good 

drs are excellent 

the Drs, the staff the service 5*  top service all round  

long standing patient - good care 

superb GP Dr Herbert 

I have had excellent service from a very competent and friendly staff 

please with the surgery 

the service is good 

I was seen on time, Dr was pleasant  and paid attention to my concerns  

I worry about how long it takes to get an appointment 

polite and very happy with the GP Dr Harverd 

we receive a fairly good advice 

kind and sympathetic 

can’t get an appointment  

those who live close to the surgery would join this practice 

I am very satisfied 

The staff and Doctors are all very kind and helpful 

Fairley well organised good Doctors 

fast referral to Dr when called for an emergency appt courteous service 

Friendly and professional 

always had very good treatment over the years 

no comment 

they have always been very prompt and caring 

Friendly helpful staff caring GP's 

Always been happy with the service and care 

Very professional phlebotomist - Cherri  

always been very well received and helped 

Politeness and a smile - always important  

no comment 

no comment 

good service 

I find the treatment with Sheba efficient and helpful 

our experience 

kind and professional staff 

I like sheba  

kind and sympathetic attention  

ok to me my GP is fine 



don’t discuss it  

efficient friendly service 

my PHGH doctor is difficult to book but in reception there are a few kind staff 

we are pleased to be patients of the practice 

not the full score because you have to chase follow up appt 

no comment 

long standing patient - good care 

40 years of satisfactory service 

excellent level of care by sheba INR since march 2008 

waiting 1 hour with a sick child 

sometime the long wait to see own Gp  

pleasant helpful staff and Gps 

I like the staff  

no comment 

usually quite easy to see a GP  

Friendly and competent 

staff are friendly and efficient and kind 

high quality of service  

it is fantastic to come here  

superb service with a doctor I would recommend  

good care friendly 

very professional practice 

caring and professional approach 

good service prompt appointments 

happy with surgery 

very good care 

very happy with the service 

very happy with all the services that are provided  

 


